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About me

• Technology lover
• Solving problem with Tech & AI
• Side hobby – Building AI Tech to 

entertain my family
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Japanese

Vladimasaki, Viktoryukicho

Baby Name Generator



Project Griffin – Bird Simulator



Project faAi - Fashion Assistant AI



Robotic Teddy BearProject Ellee
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Project Ellee

To view all my projects



Owly – a Personalised Comic Video Generator



Why?



Why?

Sustainable solution



AI story generator - Owly



What does Owly do?

Story title



Owly in Action





How does Owly work?

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…



Agenda - Story Script Generator

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…
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Agenda – Comic Image Generator

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…
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Agenda – Challenge and Enhancement

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…
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Building the story script generator 

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…



Large Language Model

Large Language 
Model

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Bob the penguin was a 
happy penguin who lived 
in the Antarctic. One day, 
he decided to explore the 

world beyond the icy 
continent. 

He started researching the 
world, looking at maps 

and reading up on 
different countries and 

cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to 

Europe.
…



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Amazon Bedrock



Building the comic image generator

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…



Comic Image Generator

Comic Image 
Generator

Penguin is 
standing on an 

iceberg in 
antarctica



Stable Diffusion 2.1

Stable Diffusion 
2.1 model

Penguin is 
standing on an 

iceberg in 
antarctica



How Stable Diffusion model was built

Stable Diffusion

Captions 2.3 billion pairs



Stable Diffusion Model

Stable Diffusion

Turtle is swimming in 
the sea



Stable Diffusion 2.1

Meat lover pizza with banana 
toppings

A shaolin monk is riding a 
harley davidson on a 

countryside

A monkey and a panda are 
playing chess



Training Stable Diffusion Model



Amazon SageMaker JumpStart



Deploying Stable Diffusion 2.1



Deploying Stable Diffusion 2.1



Deploying Stable Diffusion 2.1



Generating Images



Challenges and Enhancement

Bob the penguin had 
always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is 
tired of his routine life in 

Antarctica

One day Bob decided to 
take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip. 

After a long boat ride, 
he checked into his 
hotel and eagerly 

headed to see the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris

Over the next few days, 
he visited famous 
landmarks like the 

Louvre Museum, Notre 
Dame Cathedral, and 

the Palace of Versailles



Character inconsistency

Bob the penguin had 
always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is 
tired of his routine life in 

Antarctica

One day Bob decided to 
take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip. 

After a long boat ride, 
he checked into his 
hotel and eagerly 

headed to see the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris

Over the next few days, 
he visited famous 
landmarks like the 

Louvre Museum, Notre 
Dame Cathedral, and 

the Palace of Versailles

Penguin doll Someone’s leg Suited man Man in blue shirt



Character inconsistency

Bob the penguin had 
always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is 
tired of his routine life in 

Antarctica

One day Bob decided to 
take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip. 

After a long boat ride, 
he checked into his 
hotel and eagerly 

headed to see the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris
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Penguin doll Someone’s leg Suited man Man in blue shirt



Scene out of focus

Bob the penguin had 
always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is 
tired of his routine life in 

Antarctica

One day Bob decided to 
take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip.

Generated GeneratedDesired Desired

Long paragraph and multiple 
focal points



Tackling scene out of focus

For each section, please describe the 
scene in detail and always include the 
location in one sentence within [ ] for 

example:

[a photo of character in the location]

[a photo of Bob the penguin in Antarctica]
Bob the penguin had always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is tired of his routine 
life in Antarctica

[a photo of Bob the penguin reading a book]
One day he decided to take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip

[a photo of Bob the penguin on a cruise ship]
After a long boat ride, he checked into his 
hotel and eagerly headed to see the Eiffel 

Tower in Paris

…



Better scene focus and character consistency

Bob the penguin had 
always dreamed of 

traveling to Europe. He is 
tired of his routine life in 

Antarctica

One day he decided to 
take the plunge and 

begin planning this trip. 

After a long boat ride, 
he checked into his 
hotel and eagerly 

headed to see the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris

Over the next few days, 
he visited famous 
landmarks like the 

Louvre Museum, Notre 
Dame Cathedral, and the 

Palace of Versailles

A photo of Bob the 
penguin in antarctica

A photo of Bob the 
penguin reading a book

A photo of Bob the 
penguin on a cruise ship

A photo of Bob the penguin 
at Eiffel tower



Solution to Character in-consistency

Using Prompt Engineering
Always describe the character in detail

A photo of small, black 
emperor penguin in 

Antarctica  



Solution to Character in-consistency

Using Prompt Engineering
Always describe the character in detail

Birds - thousands of varieties



Problems

A photo of a small green parrot with 
yellow beak, white peri ophthalmic ring, 

yellow legs and red forehead standing on a 
tree

A photo of iridescent Morpho butterfly 
boasting large, brilliant blue wings, reflecting 

light like shimmering sapphires, while its 
undersides exhibit earthy hues and intricate 

patterns on a flower

• Text overload



Problems

• Text overload
• Inaccurate image generation

A photo of a small green parrot with 
yellow beak, white peri ophthalmic ring, 

yellow legs and red forehead standing on a 
tree

A photo of iridescent Morpho butterfly 
boasting large, brilliant blue wings, reflecting 

light like shimmering sapphires, while its 
undersides exhibit earthy hues and intricate 

patterns on a flower



What is the solution?

“Picture is worth a thousand 
words”



Solution

Stable Diffusion 
2.1 model

A photo of Bob the 
penguin in the jungle

Bob the penguin

Fine tunning



Fine Tuning Stable Diffusion Model

Stable Diffusion 2.1
Pretrained model

Stable Diffusion 2.1
Fine-tuned model

Fine-tuning



Learning a new concept

Fine-tuningPretrained Model Fine-tuned Model

penguin

car

mango penguin

car

mango

bob penguin

bob penguin

bob penguin in 
space



Unplanned cool feature!



Fine-tuning

S3 bucket



Fine-tuning



Fine-tuning



Rex the turtle is swimming 
around school of fish

Nick the kangaroo is sitting 
next to the lake

Fine-tuning



Tom the hedgehog is 
carrying a flower bouquet

Tom the hedgehog is 
milking the cow

Failure examples

Tom the hedgehog



Initial architecture

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about Bob the 
penguin’s trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…



Final architecture

Story Script 
Generator

Yearning for adventure, 
Bob the penguin dreamt 

of Europe's famous 
landmarks - the Eiffel 

Tower, Colosseum, and 
Big Ben.

…

Write a story about 
Bob the penguin’s 

trip to Europe

Comic Image 
Generator

Text to Speech Audio narration

Music

Yearning for adventure, Bob the 
penguin dreamt of Europe's 

famous landmarks - the Eiffel 
Tower, Colosseum, and Big Ben.

Bob the penguin started 
researching the world, looking at 
maps and reading up on different 

countries and cultures. He was 
particularly drawn to Europe

After a few months of travelling 
around Europe, Bob the penguin 

eventually made his way back 
home. He was filled with joy and 

satisfaction.

…



Stitching them all together

AWS Batch

Amazon S3
Downloading training images

2

• Training images (s3 folder key)
• Story topic (text)
• Story character (text)

1

Amazon SageMaker
Stable Diffusion 2.1
 Fine Tuning Model

4

Amazon SageMaker
Batch Transform
Generate Image

5

Amazon Polly
Audio Narration

6

Generate final movie

7

8

Amazon S3
Uploading the final 

movie

3

Amazon Bedrock LLM
Generate story script



Generated Stories

https://shorturl.at/stACV



Something cool – Mixing images together



Learning a new concept

Fine-tuningPretrained Model Fine-tuned Model

penguin

car

mango penguin

car

mango

bob penguin

bob penguin

bob penguin in 
space



Overriding an existing concept

Fine-tuningPretrained Model Fine-tuned Model

cat

Dancing cat

cat
cat



Cool things you can do



Thank you

agustinus-nalwan
linkedin.com/in/agustinus-nalwan

Agustinus Nalwan

To view all my projects

Thank You


